Refill youtube

Summer Is here and its time to go camping! I go through a lot of the small 1lb cylinders of
propane. They are used for my stove, Lanterns, Heaters, etc. No more! I know what you are
thinking, why build this when you can buy a refill adapter ready made for your tank. Disclaimer:
this is the way I refill cylinders. I do not claim to be an expert, and I take no liability for mistakes
you make. If you blow yourself up, don't blame me! A 1lb Cylinder has a pressure relief valve.
This is a safety feature that will vent excess pressure from a bottle. It looks much like a valve
from a tire. I found all my parts at my local hardware store. I am sure they can be ordered on line
as well. I no longer use the tire valve tool to vent the small tank. It is safer to use a needle-nose
pliers to pull up the vent valve. The pressure relief valve is set at the factory. And yes it can be
accomplished with a Harbor Freight valve adapter, but it is much easier to use an angled setup
with more room. Close the quarter turn valve and open the tank valve. Then invert the entire
setup. You should here propane rushing in to the bottle. Due to the fact that we have the 5
gallon tank inverted, we are pushing liquid in to the 1lb cylinder. Continue Venting the gas from
the bottle in this manor until you get a small liquid spray out the vent. If you save the plastic
connector cap that came with the bottle, that is even better. IF you need more bottles, check the
dumpster at the camp ground, there is always a plethera of them discarded by people who do
not reuse You can now save money, and keep the cylinders out of the land fill. Keep your
cylinders dry and clean. When in doubt, error on the side of caution. Question 2 years ago on
Step 6. Answer 2 months ago. Answer 1 year ago. Illegal to transport after refill. The government
can't stop you from filling your water bed with gasoline, but they can make it illegal for you to
carry gasoline in a water bed strapped on top of your vehicle on public roads. These disposable
cylinders are DOT 39 cylinders which are not designed to withstand the repeated stresses of
rapid change in pressure and temperature via refilling on the cylinder. It's inherently dangerous
to refill these cylinders even though accidents have been rare. An explosion caused by the
rupture of a DOT 39 cylinder due to refilling was reported in Polk County, FL in , killing the
individual and injuring her husband. Check your DOT regulations! Saves time by changing
bottles less often! Propane handling and plumbing takes a licensed professional, not a DIY
situation! Reply 4 months ago. I'm with you. Another post says use the refillable kind. I'm going
to treat myself with the ones that somebody else makes. Of course I don't use a whole big lot of
them anyway. This looks like a great way to save money so you have it to spend at the hospital
after this thing blows up in your face. You pay to play. Walmart has best prices. Reply 2 years
ago. I have been refilling disposable cylinders for over 30 years for personal use without so
much as an incident, much less an accident. Reply 6 months ago. Ppl blow them selves up
because they dont know what they are doing or use improper equipment. Refilling cylinders is
perfectly fine doing it the correct way. All though refilling a store cylinder I would not do more
than once or twice. They are not made to withstand repetitive pressure. Air gas used to carry
them. In the US this is a crime. Question 1 year ago. Answer 11 months ago. I have filled 20lb off
of lb cylinders in cold weather by heating the lb cylinder. In cold weather its easy to increase the
pressure enough to condense without exceeding safety guidelines on equipment.. Be safe. Hey
friend. You're using a 20 lb propane tank to fill a 1 lb propane tank This is why you can
magically fill 20 1lb tanks off of your 5lb master. The rest of your directions seem fine except the
gas tape as opposed to water. Reply 1 year ago. I did a bit of a double take at that too, but they
say 5 gallon tank, not 5lb. Glad I wasn't the only one, haha. I'd shy away from forcing the OP
valve with a tool. I cut one apart to see what the pick up was none and the OP valve is not
robust. It looks like a one shot deal with a pathetic spring and little chance of resealing after it
has been tripped. Looks like an inverted schreader valve from a innertube. I would recommend
getting the Flame King refillable 1 lb propane cylinder instead of scouring campsites for these
used disposable propane cylinders. These can rupture from repeated refills, it's happened
before. Not to mention also illegal to transport after refill. It looks like the wrong teflon tape was
used on this. It looks white in the photo. For gas it must be the "gas teflon" which is yellow in
color. I just learned this today as I was shopping for the parts. Question 1 year ago on Step 1.
Question 2 years ago on Step 2. Where can I buy the fitting from. Can you please forward me a
link on amazon or any other place. Would you email the link or information to me? Did you make
this project? Share it with us! I Made It! How to Make a Trout Net by trailogy in Fishing. Answer
Upvote. Reply Upvote. CaesarO cnorris6 Answer 1 year ago. JaneSpangler 2 years ago. Your
comment is not helpful. KeithS22 pcooper2 Reply 6 months ago. Deadhead Question 1 year ago.
CaesarO 1 year ago. Moolla Question 2 years ago on Step 2. Thanks, elcheapo. Last Updated:
January 11, References. This article was co-authored by our trained team of editors and
researchers who validated it for accuracy and comprehensiveness. There are 15 references
cited in this article, which can be found at the bottom of the page. This article has been viewed ,
times. Learn more Replacing Canon ink jet cartridges can be expensive. Fortunately, most
Canon cartridges are refillable, and you can save money by replacing the ink yourself. Refilling

Canon cartridges is easy if you have the correct tools. With a refill kit, you can easily do this job
yourself. Every day at wikiHow, we work hard to give you access to instructions and information
that will help you live a better life, whether it's keeping you safer, healthier, or improving your
well-being. Amid the current public health and economic crises, when the world is shifting
dramatically and we are all learning and adapting to changes in daily life, people need wikiHow
more than ever. Your support helps wikiHow to create more in-depth illustrated articles and
videos and to share our trusted brand of instructional content with millions of people all over
the world. Please consider making a contribution to wikiHow today. We've been helping billions
of people around the world continue to learn, adapt, grow, and thrive for over a decade. Every
dollar contributed enables us to keep providing high-quality how-to help to people like you.
Please consider supporting our work with a contribution to wikiHow. Log in Social login does
not work in incognito and private browsers. Please log in with your username or email to
continue. No account yet? Create an account. Edit this Article. We use cookies to make wikiHow
great. By using our site, you agree to our cookie policy. Cookie Settings. Learn why people trust
wikiHow. Download Article Explore this Article parts. Tips and Warnings. Things You'll Need.
Related Articles. Part 1 of All rights reserved. This image may not be used by other entities
without the express written consent of wikiHow, Inc. Run a printhead clean from your computer.
When people see streaks on their printed pages, they often assume they need more ink. In some
cases, however, a dirty printhead causes this. If there are still streaks, you may be running out
of ink. Shake the ink cartridge. Pull out each cartridge, flip it upside down, and shake it gently.
Put the cartridge back in and see if the problem is solved. Shaking hard can not only damage
the cartridge, but also cause it to fly out of your hand and break. Clean the ink cartridge
sensors. Use a paper towel dampened with some rubbing alcohol and gently rub the sensors on
the cartridge. Then try to print again. Dust or dirt on any electronic sensor can produce an error
message. Part 2 of Get a Canon ink cartridge refill kit. These kits should include ink for all the
colors in the printer, a syringe to inject the ink, and a small thumb drill. You can find them at
most office supply stores or on the internet. Remember to get a refill kit for your particular
printer model number. Canon ink products are all similar, but may not be identical. Remove the
ink cartridge. Some printers have different mechanisms for removing cartridges. Most
commonly, pressing down on the cartridge clicks it out of place. Then gently wiggle until the
cartridge slides out. This could damage the cartridge and your printer. Peel back the sticker on
each cartridge with a utility knife. Carefully slide the knife blade under the sticker and peel it
back. You can remove it completely because you can use tape to cover the refill holes later.
Each hole leads to a separate ink chamber. Protect yourself with gloves while handling a knife.
Keep the gloves on to prevent yourself from getting ink on your hands. Puncture the circle on
top of the cartridge with the thumb drill. On the ink cartridge, there should be a little circle on
top. This indicates where you should make a hole to refill it. Take the cartridge in one hand and
the thumb drill in the other. Push the drill into the circle until it pokes through the plastic. Then
work the drill in a circular motion to make the hole bigger. If it passes through cleanly, the hole
is big enough. If you find it easier you can also use a power drill to make the hole. Be sure to
use a thin drill bit, no larger than the circle on the cartridge, and stop drilling once you break the
surface of the plastic. If you're working on a multicolor cartridge, poke through each of the 3
circles. Poke a needle into each hole to confirm the color for multicolor cartridges. Take a long
needle that will reach the bottom of the cartridge chamber. Insert it through the hole until it
touches the bottom and rub it around. Then pull it back out and see which color ink should be in
that cartridge. Part 3 of Fill the syringe with the correct ink. Dip the tip of the syringe into the
correct ink bottle. If your syringe has a pump, squeeze that to fill the chamber. If it has a plunger
attachment, pull on this to fill the syringe. Check the manual for your cartridge size, and fill the
syringe with that volume of ink. Inject the ink through the hole in the cartridge. Insert the
syringe into the cartridge and slowly fill it with ink. Do not squirt the ink out quickly or the
cartridge could overflow. Stop filling if ink begins welling up through the hole. Wipe off the
cartridge. Use a rag or paper towel and make sure there is no ink left on the cartridge. Also use
a paper towel with some rubbing alcohol to wipe off the sensor on each cartridge. If any ink is
on the sensor, the printer may not read it. Put tape over the hole you drilled and poke a hole
through it. Cover the entire top of the cartridge to prevent ink leaks. Then take a needle or
toothpick and poke a small hole through the tape over the hole you drilled. This provides a vent
for the cartridge. Scotch or electrical tape works well. Duct tape would be too sticky. Insert the
ink cartridges back into the printer. Take each cartridge and reinsert it into the slot you removed
it from. Depending on your printer type, you may have to press down until you hear a click. This
lets you know the cartridge is in place. Run a test print. Check your work by making sure your
printer works after replacing the cartridges. You can print anything, but a specialized test page
will check all the colors on one page. What should I do if after filling my printer cartridge the

printer is still saying they are empty? Each printer has a reset method. Yes No. Not Helpful 10
Helpful What do I do if my cartridge is a combined three color type and I know where the holes
are, but not which color is which? You can try pushing a small needle in and out, then wiping it
on a tissue paper to check the ink color. I did this with my cartridge which has the same setup.
Not Helpful 4 Helpful Follow the instructions as explained in this article. Refilling ink cartridges
is not for everyone, you must have a little bit of common sense to be successful. Some people
are safer just buying new cartridges. Not Helpful 3 Helpful There are two types of ink: pigment
based and dye based. Canon uses both kinds across its range of printers, so the best thing to
do would be to search on the internet with your cartridge number and see what kind of ink it
uses. Once you figure out if it's pigment or dye ink, any brand of the correct kind of ink will
work just fine. Not Helpful 2 Helpful Over time, the ink nozzles of the cartridge will dry up. You
can unclog the print head using the printer's own cleaning program, as well as using other
methods like soaking the print head in warm water, or alcohol. However, at a certain point in the
life of the cartridge some of the nozzles will clog up for good, reducing the quality of your
prints. As long as you are not using your printer for high quality applications, this should not be
an issue. Not Helpful 1 Helpful 4. Unanswered Questions. How do I fill a Canon MG cartridges?
Should I drill the cartridge if it already has a tiny hole? How do I fill a Canon ink cartridge pg?
How do I fill a Canon XL cartridge? Include your email address to get a message when this
question is answered. By using this service, some information may be shared with YouTube.
Submit a Tip All tip submissions are carefully reviewed before being published. Printer ink can
stain your skin. If you get any on yourself, wash it off right away. Helpful 0 Not Helpful 0.
Related wikiHows How to. How to. More References 6. About This Article. Co-authored by:.
Co-authors: Updated: January 11, Categories: Brand Name Ink Cartridges. Italiano: Ricaricare le
Cartucce d'Inchiostro Canon. Thanks to all authors for creating a page that has been read ,
times. Anonymous Oct 26, Anonymous Sep 23, More reader stories Hide reader stories. Is this
article up to date? Cookies make wikiHow better. By continuing to use our site, you agree to our
cookie policy. Danny Oneal Nov 3, Share yours! More success stories Hide success stories.
Related Articles How to. By signing up you are agreeing to receive emails according to our
privacy policy. Follow Us. X Help us do more We've been helping billions of people around the
world continue to learn, adapt, grow, and thrive for over a decade. Let's do this! Find a propane
refill station near you. Looking for an Alternative Fuel Refill Station? Did you know that refilling
your propane tank is cheaper than exchanging? If you exchange your propane tank you don't
get credit for anything you had left in the tank. Get your tank refilled by one of our certified
professionals and pay for only what you need. When handled correctly, propane gas is a safe,
clean-burning energy source. Whether at home, in-transit, or at your local U-Haul propane refill
station it is simple and easy to ensure safety for you and others. General Propane Safety Tips.
This chart is a great guide to the different sizes and types of propane tanks available. Find the
best propane tank for your use. Save time and frustration by filling up your propane tank before
it runs out of fuel. This article will explain how to know when it's the right time to refill your
propane tank. U-Haul has hundreds of locations across the country that are ready to meet your
fueling needs and our team of in-house experts can answer all your propane-related questions.
Learn more. Have questions or need help? Chat live with a moving expert. Yes, We're Open!
U-Haul is here to help. Learn More. Propane Cylinder Refill Find a propane refill station near
you. Tank Refill vs Exchange. Alternative Fuel Vehicles Propane is the number one alternative
fuel for the automotive sector, powering more than 8 million vehicles in more than 38 countries.
Many propane vehicle fleets have reported 2 to 3 years longer service life and extended
intervals between required maintenance compared to gasoline vehicles. Propane vehicles have
the longest driving range of any alternative fuel. Companies that switch their fleet fuel to
propane have the opportunity to lower both their emissions and their operating costs. Propane
exhaust creates 60 to 70 percent less smog-producing hydrocarbons than gasoline. Find
Locations. Propane Tips. More Propane Tips. Propane Tank Sizes This chart is a great guide to
the different sizes and types of propane tanks available. Our family laser printer recently started
flashing the "Low Toner" warning. I did the usual trick of rocking the cartridge, and then allowed
the Geeklings to print out their essays and assignments for a while, but eventually things faded
from carbon black to ghostly grey, and it was time to face the fact that the cartridge was empty.
Unfortunately, the price of the toner cartridge at the heart of these wonderful little machines has
not seen a similar decline in price. In fact, it's not at all unusual for a name-brand toner cartridge
to cost one-quarter or even one-third the price of a brand new printer. All of the above is
certainly old news to most of you, as is the fact that there is a huge business in toner cartridge
refilling -- both as a service and in the form of do-it-yourself kits. I was a little hesitant the first
time I refilled a toner cartridge using one of the do-it-yourself kits, but it turns out to be
incredibly simple. How simple? Well, let me show you. At this point, it was simply a matter of

pouring the toner into the refill hole, taking care to not spill the toner powder during the
process. Toner powder is messy stuff, and if you happen to dump it all over the floor, I can
guarantee that your significant other will never let you hear the end of it. Trust me on that last
point -- I speak from experience. After the toner has been tidily poured into the refill chamber,
it's simply a matter of reversing the disassembly steps. Once the cartridge is reassembled, rock
it a little to distribute the toner evenly, then return the cartridge to the printer. Now, in my case,
the toner cartridges for my printer include a small chip to track page counts and toner
conditions. Unfortunately, this means that even when I refill the cartridge, the printer still
displays a "Low Toner" warning. I can continue to print anyway, but eventually the printer is
going to dig in its laser-sharp heels and refuse to cooperate. Thankfully, it's possible to reset
the page count of most toner cartridges, either by resetting the embedded chip or replacing it
completely. For my cartridge, the available solution was a replacement, as shown below.
Unscrewing and replacing the chip was easier than refilling the toner itself, and once done,
there were no more annoying "Low Toner" warnings. Wearable robotic suits that amplify troop
strength and endurance are well on their way to battle. The latest Raytheon Sarcos model -likened to an "Iron Man suit" -- includes claw-like hand extensions and gives troops 20 times
their natural strength and endurance. Not to be outdone, Lockheed Martin's HULC model uses
robotic leg braces that allow wearers to carry pound loads and expend less energy on grueling
tasks. So, there you have it -- a relatively easy operation to restore the bold, carbon-black
printouts you expect from a laser printer. Not bad for 15 minutes work, huh? Skip to main
content of results for "Schick Hydro 5 Refills". Skip to main search results. Eligible for Free
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